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This document collects all errata of Extra Impetus supplements. Only “data” errors, that may produce wrong lists, are taken in consideration (not various possible typos on historical backgrounds, campaigns etc).
Please consider this document under construction and subject to future updates.
Any help in keeping this file updated is welcome, please write in the forum if you notice some possible error.

Extra Impetus 1

Vol. 25
English and French 1445. The correct cost of mounts is 1pt. They allow a to move up to 10U per phase during the first activation.
French 1330-1418 (page 12), French 1418-1444 (page 13), French1445-1453 (page 14) Mounted crossbowmen. The correct cost is 18pts and not 16pts.
Aragonese (page 14) The upgrade for mercenary crossbowmen include also Crossbow A.
Burgundian (page 15) The upgrade for mercenary crossbowmen is to VBU=4 (and not to Crossbow A that they already have)
Vol. 32
Charles V Imperials V (page 30) Landsknecht Crossbowmen ($). They are equipped with Crossbow B and not with Arquebus B.

Extra Impetus 3

Vol. 27
3. Frederic III’S Imperials (page 21), 5. Low Countries (page 21)
Pikemen. The correct cost of pikemen upgraded to VBU=5 is 21pts and not 23 pts.
6. Kalmar Union (page 22) Please ignore the last sentence on Landsknechts.
10. Ordonnance Burgundians (page 24)
Ordonnance Pikemen. The correct cost of upgraded Pikemen is 21 pts and not 23 pts.
Flemish Pikemen. The correct cost of upgraded Pikemen is 16 pts and not 18 pts.
16. Portuguese (page 27) Military Orders. Men At Arms upgraded to Military Orders (see notes) are D=B and not D=C.

Extra Impetus 4

Vol. 2
3- Thebes (page 7) Theban and Boetian hoplites. The correct VD is 2 and not 1.
Vol. 3
2- Alexander Macedonian (page 14)
Hypaspists. The correct cost is 22(17) if with Long Spear and 21(16) if with Pike
3- Alexander Empire (page 15)
Cretan or Skythian archers. They are armed with Short bow B and not Comp. bow B.
Macedonian or Persian archers. As above.
4- Later Achemenid Persians (page 16) Takabara spearmen. The correct cost is 19 pts and not 9.
9- Early Ptolemaic (page 19). Agema. The correct cost is 21(16). The correct costs of Agema upgrades are 27 and 32.
9- MiddlePtolemaic (page 19). Agema. The correct cost is 21(16). The correct costs of Agema upgrades are 27 and 32.
13- Indo Greek (page 21)
The second Mountain Indian Archers area ctually Mountain Indian Foot (FL with Long Spear)
1-4 Mountain Indian Foot are actually Javelinmen (FL with Javelin)
2-8 T Indian Javelinmen are actually Archers (T with Longbow B)
All above have the wrong description, but all values are correct.
14- Galatians (page 21) Pisidian cavalry. The correct cost is 21 pts and not 19.
15- Early Seleucids (page22) Argyraspidis with D=B. The correct cost of units upgraded to VBU=6 is 27 pts and not 28 pts
18- Alcetas (page 24) Greek Light Cavalry. The correct cost is 21 pts and not
20- Antigonus Monophthalmus (page 26) Greek Light Cavalry. The correct cost is 21 pts and not 19.
Pantodapoi. They are armed with Pike not Javelin.
21- Demetrius (page 26) Greek Light Cavalry. The correct cost is 21 pts and not 19.

Vol. 5
3- Iberian and Lusitanians (page 38) Mercenary Celtiberians. They are Impetuous and not armed with Javelin.
4- Gauls (page 38) Scouts. The correct cost is 18 pts and not 21.
9- Later Seleucids (page 43) Last line (notes). Change 0-1 with 0-4.
Argyraspids: The correct cost of Argyraspids (with D=A) upgraded to VBU=6 (see notes) is 32 and not 33 pts.